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As the old saying goes : “the devil is in the detail”  , ,  It would appear that the DPE have been
complice  in their dealings with the Bowmans Creek Wind Farm Developers ; their apparent non-
adherence to the proper / full  procedural requirements surely borders on corruption . An
example , is what appears to be a case of “turn a blind eye” to the failure of the Developer to
provide certain information as requested by the DPE themselves . Perhaps they (DPE) are
“pressured”  by political forces to get these renewable projects approved .
 
But another aspect of the whole approval process which has been ignored , is the issue of “social
license” ; not just that which applies to the Developers , but that which also applies to the
potential HOSTS (landowners) of the Turbines : as those HOSTS enjoy the “economies of scale”
which  comes with large landholdings , it could be seen by others that the motivation to be
HOSTS has more to do with GREED than actual NEED .
 
Other residents in this Wind Farm Region , will , if the Project is approved , have the burden of ,
and suffer the ongoing  degradation of THEIR wealth ; as a life-long resident /landowner in this
area , on a property that has been in our family since 1912  (111 years) , , I consider a very large
part of MY WEALTH to be the local VISUAL/RURAL  AMENITY , , something I would like to cherish
to my last days .
 
This Wind Farm should NOT be approved  .
 
I declare that I have not made any political donations , and approve of my name being made
public .
Malcolm Ritter .  , Greenlands , NSW 2330
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